
arresting.
Ah, but the novella is just

half the book. Burgess, who
has published book length
studies on Joyce, Heming
way, and Shakespeare, turns
next to Nineteen Eighty
four. Consider: both Orwell
and Burgess were schooled
in British universities, did
time in the military, worked
in the Southeast Asian col
onies for the Royal Gov
ernment, and established
careers as novelists and
journalists. And for what it
is worth, both adopted pen
names. Burgess's affinity
makes him the ideal critic
for Orwell.

Why did Orwell write
Nineteen Eighty-four? Bur
gess tell us there was more
English than· Socialism in
Orwell's English Socialism.
He was bound to tradition,
literature that didn't help·
the "cause," and bourgeois
tastes, and he saw himself
writing in the spirit of Defoe
and Swift. Orwell fought
with the Marxists in Spain
only to run for his life when
the Russian Communists
turned on the Catalonian
Anarchists. After he drama
tized the· Russian Revolu
tion as a barnyard fable in
Animal Farm, his desire to
right the spoiled dream, "the
revolution betrayed," led
him to conjure an ariti
utopia to dispel the false
utopian image Uncle Joe
Stalin was projecting ofthe
Soviet Union.

Burgess also informs us
that Orwell worked for the
BBC during the war at
Broadcast House, an ana
logue of the Ministry of
Truth. In Ninteen Eighty
four the room in which each
person's personal horror is
exposed is Room 101. At
Broadcast House Orwell
worked in Room 101
broadcasting propaganda to
India. Propaganda is not too
far removed from double
think, nor is it that distant
from the polemic of Nine
teen Eighty-four. Winston
Smith erases history for the

46 State. Bev Jones refuses to
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teach the State's version of
history. Orwell shaped the
news to help the State shape
history. Nineteen Eighty
four, an entry in what Bur
gess calls the Worst of All
Imaginary Worlds stakes,
was designed to shape the
future.

Burgess mixes straight
ahead essay and self-inter
view to critique Nine!teen
Eighty-four. The self-inter
view is a handy didactic
device·enabling Burgess to
play his own devil's advo
cate. Burgess has written
that when a novelist turns
critic often he is too soft a
critic because he sym
pathizes with the author.
Burgess is a gentle critic. He
refuses to come between the
reader and the novel, pre
ferring the role of intelligent
companion. His· tour of
Nineteen Eighty-four is not
an easy one to summarize.
Bakunin's legacy, Charles
Manson as a bloody Jesus, a
comparison of the Pelagian
and Augustinian theologies,
a linguistic appraisal of
Newspeak, and a short his
tory of thecacotopia (a
word of Burgess's invention
meaning an anti-utopia
the invention of new words
is a Burgessian cottage in
dustry) are held up against
Orwell's novel to illuminate
better its meaning. Good
stuff.

Like his hero, Bev Jones,
Anthony Burgess despises
authoritarianism whether
its source is· clan, church,
union, or state~ Whether he
is a libertarian is of little
concern to me. Like Orwell,
he is a free-thinker uncom
fortable with dogma' and
ideology. Tax-exile Burgess,
like his heroes, would rather
ignore the State and get on
with the personal and
spiritual concerns of life. But
to do that he tells us we must
heed Milton's warning to
Cromwell's England-we
must hang on to our liber
ties.

Jack Shafer writes frequently
forLR.

On View

Woody Allen's
Manhattan
DAVID BRUDNOY

"I THINK PEOPLE
should mate for life, like
pigeons and Catholics."
Isaac Davis (Woody Allen)
has lovely dreams like that,
even after two marriages,
the last of which went ker
plop when his wife, Jill
(Meryl Streep), left him
for another woman. She's
also writing a book about
their life together (and
apart) called Marriage, Di
vorce and Selfhood. Isaac
frets that all his friends will
read about his quirks and his
crotchets-like how he does
in bed and what he does in
bed-and that his ex-wife
will distort and exaggerate
things, as when she insists
that he tried to run over her
lover. "Can I helpit if the car
accelerated?" he asks. "Just
as I was walking in front of
it?" the lady lover shoots
back. And why did Isaac
marry her in the first place?
"You knew my history
when you married me," she
says. "My analyst warned
m~," he allows, "but you
were so beautifulthat Igot
another analyst."

This is Manhattan, the
latest and most fully realized
and wonderful of Woody
Allen's screen ventures, a
wedding of the comedic bril
liance, sophistication and
neurotic wit of Annie Hall
to the "seriousness" of
Interiors, a film, inciden
tally, that demonstrated to
close observers a deep al
though dark humor beneath
the grimness. Manhattan is
almost unbearably deadly in
hitting its targets; it'll make
chic upper-East-side New
Yorkers squirm as they
make their Saturday hegira
to Bloomingdale's, and their
next Sunday devoted en
tirely to the Times· might
suddenly seem rather like a
cultural cliche. Of that book

she's writing, Isaac's ex-wife
observes that "nothing I
wrote was untrue." Besides,
"I think I'd better warn you
that I've had interest in a
movie sale." Just what Isaac
needs.

What Isaac does seem to
need is the love of a good
woman, or at least a good
child. As the movie opens he
has the latter. Seventeen
year-old Tracy (Mariel Hem
ingway, Ernest's grand
daughter) might be Isaac's
avenue of escape from rela
tionships with mature
women; she is, in any case,
wholly unconcerned that
Isaac is 42, and, as she
slightly incorrectly com
putes itwhen he projects her
into the future, when she's
37 he'll be 63. Even that
doesn't dissuade Tracy, no
more than Isaac's suggestion
that she have affairs with her
school chums, the Billys and
Biffs and Scooters and other
ridiculously named kids of
her class·and age. Manhat
tan, which begins with the
New York skyline and shift
ing vignettes of the city, and
the sounds of Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" played
by Paul Jacobs and the New
York Philharmonic, soon
introduces us to Isaac's tor
tured attempts to compose
an opening sentence for his
latest book, a sentence that
tries to combine a sensitive
soul's love-loathing rela
tionship to Gotham; soon
thereafter, we meet Isaac,
his friends,. his current girl,
his anguish and his Age's
self~indulgentconcerns. In
time he will reject Tracy and
take up with yet another
mature woman. It might
have been his undoing.

Mary Wilke (Diane
Keaton) is the current ex
tracurricular interest of
Isaac's closest friend, Yale
(Michael Murphy), a man
who loves his wife, Emily
(Anne Byrne), but needs that
bit of half-involvement that
only a nice guilt-inducing
affair on the side can
provide. But Yale decides to
make do with a wife alone,
parts with Mary in a splen-
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did short scene ata sidewalk
cafe, leaving to Isaac what
ever consolation can be
gained from Mary, who is
"into" everything-review
ing obscure books for more
obscure journals, going to
all the right gatherings (in
cluding one featuring Bella
Abzug, to push for the
E.R.A.), knowing how to
disparage Mahler and
Bergman and anybody else
who might be fashionable
with people a year or so out
of date-and whose level of
self-awareness is expressed
with merry good cheer: "I'm
beautiful, I'm young, I'm
highly intelligent, I've. got
everything going for me ex
cept I'm all fucked up.... I
could go to bed with the
entire M.I.T. faculty. Shit!
Now I lost my contact lens."
Mary is beautiful and in
telligent and she is a. bitch.
Just made for Isaac.

Except that Mary decides

at last that she still loves
Yale, which eases Isaac out
of the picture, or rather it
propels him to a surprising,
gratifying, improbable but
nonetheless beautiful ending
scene that the viewer will
want to discover for himself.
With which we return again
to the New York skyline,
and to Gershwin's "Rhap
sody in Blue," framing a
picture scored entirely with
Gershwin's lovely tunes.
Love is sweeping the coun
try, we might actually be
lieve at Manhattan's close,
and I've got a crush on you,
and on you and on you, too,
and strike up the band be
cause there's someone to
watch over me. Truly,
s'wonderful.

Manhattan is Woody Al
len's magnum opus, at least
to date. Gone, probably
forever, is the character
Woody played and re
played: the shnook, the in-

competent with women, the
hopeless nice guy who al
ways loses. Gone, too, is
Woody Allen's need to get
the biggest laugh out of
every situation. He has said
in an interview that he left
some of Manhattan's fun
niest scenes on the cutting
room floor, because they
intruded, they added noth
ing necessary. And gone,
maybe, is his insistence in
Interiors that we be spared
even one joke, lest we mis
understand his meaning and
think we were in for yet
another stock Woody Allen
comedy. This is the flower
ing of one of our greatest
contemporary cultural trea
sures, Allen Stewart Kon
igsberg, reborn as Woody
Allen, now so confident of
his powers that he has
learned to combine a sly and
barbed humor with a know
ing awareness of the more
sober traps that modern

man sets for modern man. It
has a "classic" look, con
tributed by Gordon Willis's
velvety black & white
photography, and the lush
and light and evocative
sound of George Gershwin,
and it emerges as a morality
tale for our times, as un
preachy a morality tale as
anyone could imagine. Just
the same, though, it is a
short lesson, one not alto
gether pretty, but altogether
engaging.

Three years in a row Allen
has given moviegoers a film
to be remembered, Annie
Hall in 1977, Interiors last
year, now this. They might
well be seen as stages in an
evolution, and· we might
consider them as Allen's
working out of some likely,
if not inevitable, progression
in his thought. Annie Hall,
Interiors, and Manhattan
all star Diane Keaton, as
have other, earlier Woody
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Scenes from Woody Allen's Interiors· (top) and Manhauan: last stages in the evolution of a
masterpiece.48

Allen movies; each carries
Allen a giant step beyond his
screwball comedies, even
beyond his amusing and
sometimes outrageously
funny but still awkward sat
ire, Love and Death (1975);
only Interiors lacked Allen
in a screen role, but in that
film his absence was essen
tial, since we were being
instructed not to laugh, and
to see Woody is to laugh. In
the last three movies Allen
broke with the easier pat
terns of his early films, cul
minating now in this ma
ture, measured dissection of
hollow people making their
own miserable lives more
miserable by refusing to take
anything as a given, by reso
lutely willing themselves
into complications. If Man
hattan is not as obviously
funny as, say, Bananas, it is
because Woody has now
become confident enough of
his vast talent to eschew the
easy guffaw in order to con
struct the more complex
situations that are them
selves so risible, as well as so
pathetic. Manhattan is a
hard and cold movie, with
touches of warmth that are
the more precious because
they arise from such an arid
landscape. Annie Hall was
the quintessential New
Yorker's revenge on Cali
fornia, Interiors his gesture
to the gods of respectability
(so Bergmanesque, as every
one duly noted, that Berg
man's Autumn Sonata,
which appeared shortly
after Interiors, could with a
straight face be described by
some critics as Woody
esque), Manhattan his own
rhapsody in blue, his mas
terpiece.

I wrote earlier that Man
hattan is a morality tale. By
which I don't mean to imply
that it is censorious, or that
it pits good guys against bad
guys, or computes the sins
and ladles out the pun
ishments. It does not leave
anyone particularly dev
astated or, except for Yale's
wife, abandoned-and
Emily takes Yale's decision
to leave her and move in
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with Mary quite philosophi
cally, casually remarking to
Isaac that she almost blames
him for the final turn of
events, because if Isaac had
not introduced Mary to
Yale, none of this would

have happened. Emily
doesn't know that Isaac was
the meatloaf in a sandwich
date, the bread of which was
Yale first and Yale at last.
Only Isaac's lesbian ex-wife
is drawn sketchily, and she,

we are fully confident, WIll
do quite nicely with her
lover, and will with her lover
provide two fine mothers for
Willie (Damion Sheller), her
and Isaac's son. Streep, by
the way, who came within a
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hair of winning a best sup
porting actress Oscar for her
stunning work in The Deer
Hunter, gives such fullness
to her small part as Isaac's
former wife that she fills in
with a few gestures what the
screenplay omits. Allen's
and Marshall Brickman's
screenplay is so expressive,
so tight, so restrained, and
so wickedly funny while also
being so poignant that I am
going to predict, not yet half
way through the year, that it
will pick up one of those
gold statuettes at next
April's Oscarfest. How
much really wound up on
the floor of director Allen's
cutting room, I don't know;
what is on the screen is flaw
less.

Woody here says more
about love, about the imped
iments to love, about loneli
ness and desperation, about
making do and refusing to
make do, than almost any
other movie of the last sev
eral years. Manhattan
swims in the concept of love,
virtually drowns us in its
variations, never once deni
grates the centrality of love
in man's life, but never ro
manticizes or trivializes
love. The lovers in this film
are often ridiculous, as
people in love, or people
who think they're in love
and don't quite know what
to make of it, usually are.
But Love itself is not ridicul
ous and Allen is calm
enough this time to accept
that unblushingly-to sub
merge it, granted, in the
film's almost sensual love of
a city, THE city-but never
to ridicule it. Annie Hall
was a lovable film, too lov
able, in many long desperate
stretches too cute, and aw
fully self-pitying. I rejected it
on first viewing, seeing it as
shamelessly autobiograph
ical but still coyly distanc
ing: Woody's love-hate rela
tionship with the gentile
world, the in humor of a
certain literary-cultural set,
the outlandish situations
designed to hammer home
some fairly obvious points.
Annie Hall struck me two

years ago as an uncomfort
able transition piece. A sec
ond viewing opened me to a
different interpretation,
which I now realize was an
initial grasping of something
that Interiors and Manhat
tan have made very clear.
And Interiors, for all that it,
like Annie Hall, is a brilliant
exercise in intellectualizing,
is the missing piece in the
puzzle, or, rather, now
seems so obviously the link:
a hauntingly beautiful,
deeply moving screen tri
umph, branching off from
the zany Woody's awkward
contact with the concepts
Family and Love, providing
the crossing-over place from
comedy for comedy's sake
to the comedy within sobri
ety of Manhattan. I would
not reduce these three pic
tures to units in a triptych, or
suggest that they have mean
ing only, or even primarily,
in conjunction with each
other; I would only urge the
viewer to keep Annie Hall
and Interiors in mind when
experiencing Manhattan,
and to see if the reading I've
given the three movies isn't,
at least, plausible.

Woody's lesson in Man
hattan is quite simple. It is a
gentle warning against emo
tional suicide as practiced
among the tribe of the urban
trendies. It is an even gentler
urging that people enjoy
what they have while they
have it, and not pine for
some brighter green pasture
around the bend. And it
holds up human affection as
the strongest weapon we
have against the long dark
night, as the most powerful
charm to ward off the evil
spirit Loneliness, and as the
most precious thing we have
as we race from fresh
scrubbed youth to decrepit
old age.

The writing is so mod
ulated that none of this is
vulgarly presented; reducing
Manhattan to analysis, or
even, as here, deliberately,
only to brief description and
the most cursory of interpre
tation, strips this remark
able movie of its fullness.

"He was too romantic about
New York," Woody-Isaac
narrates over the New York
scenes with which the film
begins, which quickly shifts
to a bitter (or bittersweet)
depiction of Manhattan, the
place, as "a metaphor for
the decay of our culture."
Only in the opening few
minutes, and this as a paro
dy of Woody's own earlier
parodic and satiric films, is
anything made quite so ex
plicit. Elsewhere, while the
tongue meanders about in
the farthest crevices of the
cheek, the put-ons and the
send-ups are purposeful:
they don't pummel us, they
cozy us into awareness. In
one scene, at a party, a pre;.
tentious fellow is talking
about his brilliant idea for a
novel-or is it a movie?
about a person who delivers
such fabulous orgasms that
his partners die when they
come. A woman remarks
that she finally had an or
gasmand her doctor told
her that it was the wrong
kind of orgasm.To which
Isaac responds, bemusedly:
Wrong kind of orgasm? All
my orgasms are the right
kind, he boasts. "The least
of my orgasms-right on
the button." In many of
Allen's early movies a scene
like that would be played
out at length, would rise to a
crescendo; in Manhattan it
is a quick bite and over and
out. (It is, precisely, 54 sec
onds; I know, because our
perverse genius, Mr. Woody
Allen, provided a clip of just
this scene, and only this
scene, to us television re
viewers, knowing full well
that we wouldn't be able to
use it on TV. Woody not
only forbids critics' advance
screenings, he also arranges
things so that those of us
who review films on TV are
reduced to illustrating our
two-minute gems of cinema
wisdom with static glossies.
The man not only controls
almost every facet of the
making of his films, he also
reaches out and controls
what happens to them after
they are released. If his

recent films weren't so bril
liant, I suppose we TV critics
would bellow. As it is, most
of us are resigned to the fate
he prepares for us.)

The movie presents not
only a scrupulously apt
screenplay to tell a serious
and majestically funny
story, it isa showcase for a
half dozen outstanding per
formances. Woody becomes
a lover a gorgeous teenie
child could adore. Michael
Murphy,Woody's close
friend and a key figure in
several of his films, is perfect
as the weak, indecisive,
cuddly and pleasant Yale.
(And isn't that name won
derfully suggestive?) Streep,
as noted above, makes every
one of her few minutes on
screen memorable: her Jill is
no bull dyke caricature, but
a wholly believable homo
sexual woman rather sin
gle-mindedly pursuing her
own ends. Mariel Heming
way, first seen, I believe, in
Lipstick, which starred her
impossibly tall, impossibly
gorgeous, impossibly talent
less model sister, Margaux,
is at a tender age not only
outstandingly beautiful but
also bursting with talent. A
little more fullness to her
voice, and a starring role of
her own, and she'll be
dynamite. Anne Byme, Dus
tin Hoffman's wife, has the
tiniest of roles here, as Yale's
wife, but she fills it fully.
And Keaton-Keaton has
taken an unappealing role,
given it the full measure of
her talent, put aside those
almost trademark gestures
that have been distracting in
so many of her screen parts,
and, as is now becoming her
pattern, walks away with
the film. Diane Keaton joins
Meryl Streep and Jane
Fonda and perhaps a hand
ful of other actresses as the
best we have on screen to
day. Watch Keaton move
from the brash know-it-all
to the cock-tease to the vul
nerable lady unsure of just
whose cock to tease to the
woman methodically con
cluding that Yale is the man
for her: watch that trans- 49
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BOOKS

SURVIVAL I COMBAT I
Self-Defense / Wilderness Liv
ing IGuerrilla Warfare ...
Books I Manuals ... Catalog
$1.00 ... Ken Hale (LR-I00),
McDonald, Ohio 44437.

LEWIS CARROLL CON
TRIBUTED 'Chortle' and
'Galumph' to the language.
Have you any original coin
ings? Am compiling dictionary
of. new words-will credit
contributions. Send with name
and definition to: Box AL,
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania
19801.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

TEACHER-ADMINISTRA
TOR: There are good teach
ing, administrative jobs aV'lil
able. Current school, college
openings list USA, $5.95;
abroad $4.95. EISR, Box 662,
Newton, Massachusetts
02162.

GET THE EDUCATIONJOB
you want! Teachers, adminis-

formation in 93 minutes and
see a fantastic actress strut
her stuff.

Manhattan joins Hair
and The Deer Hunter in the
Olympian reaches of true
cinema brilliance confront
ing .us within the last half
year. At one point Isaac
remarks that "the brain is
the most overrated organ."
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trators write for school, college
openings, USA and abroad.
"Instant Alert" notifies you of
openings in your field. Instant
Alert-R,15 Orchard Street
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts
02181.

PERIODICALS

ARE YOU FROM DIXIE?
Read the Southern Libertarrian
Messenger, Box 1245, Flor
ence, SC 29503. $3/yr.

LIVE AND LET LIVE is our
religious doctrine and the
name of our newsletter. Free
sample issues available. Write
Church of Eternal Life & Lib
erty, Box 622, Southfield, MI
48037.

LIBERTARIAN
ANNOUNCEMENTS

GOOD WIFE WANTED,
NEW OR USED. Have iso
lated seaside homestead, ac
cessible by boat, mild climate,
superb garden and deep
woods. Am 48, Libertarian,
iconoclastic, agnostic, musical,

. bibliophile, gourmet. Have

Maybe so. But only a fully
charged brain, encompas
sing a mature sensitivity and
tenderness, can conceive
something as memorable as
a philosophically consistent,
faultlessly intelligent work
of movie art. Of Mary, Isaac
says: she is "the winner of
the Zelda Fitzgerald Emo
tional Maturity Award." Of

cornucopia and desire like
helpmate, warm, attractive,
enthusiastic and organized.
Picture please. Ken Brydges,
Beaver Creek, Blind Channel,
British Columbia, Canada
VOPIBO.

EDUCATION

HOME STUDY COURSE IN
ECONOMICS. A 10-lesson
study that will throw light on
today's baffling problems. Tui
tion free: small charge for
materials. Write to Henry
George Institute, 55 W. 42nd
St., New York, NY 10036.

FREE MARKET

UNTIL NOW, NO AUTHOR
HAS DARED TO CHAL
LENGE THIS ASPECTO·F
YOUR SELF-DESTRUCTIVE
BELIEFS. Dr. Walter Block
demonstrates how you pay a
burdensome economic and
emotional price by not defend
ing such victims as the pimp,
prostitute, drug pusher, slan
derer, slumlord, profiteer, loan
shark and scab. Now his book,
"Defending the Undefenda
ble," has itself become a vic
tim. Although this intellectual
adventure has received rave
reviews from Hayek, Szasz,
Hazlitt, Rothbard, Hospers,
Nozick, and MacBride, it has
been virtually banned by the
nation's bookstores as too

himself Isaac says: "In my
relationships with women, I
wiq the August Strindberg
Award." Well, they are neat
little throw-away lines,
speaking volumes of truth in
the kernel of a quip. Try this
one, and test it with an hour
and a half in the theater:
Manhattan wins the best
motion picture of 1979

controversial. So order your
hardcover copy directly from
the publisher. $9.95. 3 week
money-back guarantee. Or
send for free brochure. Fleet
Press, P.O. Box 21, Brooklyn,
NY 11235.

LIBERTARIANISM vs.
COMMUNISM-a debate
held at the Annual Gathering
of Mensa. Robert A. Steiner is
Chair of the International
Libertarian Organization in
Mensa, a founder of the New
Jersey Libertarian Party, anda
long-time activist in the LP.
J. L.Lunsford is a long-time
activist and an organizer for
Communist Party, U.S.A. Said
one attendee: "Those who
witnessed the confrontation
came away favorably im
pressed with the freedom phi
losophy. It was clear that leftist
ideology is incapable of de
fending itself against a princi
pled case based on individual
liberty." Two cassettes total
ing about two hours. $9.95
plus $.75 postage and hand
ling. Robert A. Steiner, LR059,
Box 80327, Lincoln, NE
68501.

LIBERTARIAN BUTTONS
AND STICKERS, poster,
bumperstickers, fliers and
booklets. TAXATION IS
THEFT, TANSTAAFL, FUCK
THE STATE, SOCIETY BY
CONTRACT, SOCIALISM
SUCKS, DOWN WITH
ARCHY and 50 more. Free
catalog. Society for Libertarian
Life, Box 4, Fullerton, CA
92632.

THE PEOPLE'S GUIDE TO
CAMPAIGN POLITICS, by
Gary Robert Schwedes. Defini
tive work on local campaign
techniques. Nominated in
Washington Monthly for
"Political Book of the Year"
award. Send $3.50 to:
Schwedes Campaign Consul
tants, 1725 The Promenade,
*224-B, Santa Monica, CA
90401.

award. I don't think I'll have
to retract that one. l:J
LR's film critic reviews films
and plays for WNAC-TV
(CBS), where he also hosts a
weekly talk and entertainment
program, "Nightscene." He is
host, as well,. of "The David
Brudnoy Show" on WHDH
AM, also in Boston. ©Copy
right David Brudnoy 1979
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'fyou think
now IS a bad time

to buy silver,
wait until next year.

$5,500

$3,890

$3,550

u.s. Silver Coins
$tOOQcE~3

III
MAR. MAR. MAR. MAR. MAR.
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

OUR DELIVERED PRICE PER BAG.
Each bag contains $1,000 in pre-1965 dimes, quarters and half-dollars. Approx
imately 720 oz. pure silver. Now is the time to buy your silver.

INQUIRE TODAY ABOUT OUR MONTHLY GOLD & SILVER COIN PROGRAM
We are coin brokers and we have the low premium gold coins. The Krugerrands, Austrian and
Hungarian 1DO-Coronas, Mexican 50, 20, 10 and 2-Peso gold coins, Austrian 20-Coronas.
4-Ducat and 1-Ducat coins. and British Sovereigns. We guarantee quoted prices, safe delivery
and authenticity of every coin we sell

To learn more about purchasing gold and silver, write today for our free brochure.

BUD REED
P.O. BOX 10026
LANSING, MICHIGAN 48901
1-800-248-5952 New Toll Free number.
Michigan residents please call 1-517-484-3198
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THE 1979 LIBERTARIAN
PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING

CONVENTION
Make plans now to attend the
largest Libertarian gathering
in history! You don't have to be
a delegate to enjoy over 20
featured speakers, Liberty
Night at Disneyland, a gala
banquet and much, much more!
Thousands of libertarians will
be meeting at the magnificent
Los Angeles Bonaventure Hotel
September 6-9, 1979, to lay

Registration information and
complete details on the convention
will be availabI'e in May. For
information about state LP
conventions or group travel
arrangements to the national
convention, write to:
Libertarian Party
1516 P Street NW
Washington, D.C.
20005

Los Angeles
Bonaventure

Hotel

the groundwork for the 1980
campaign year-a year that
promises to go down in history as
the one in which the Libertarian
ideals of peace, tolerance and
liberty once again become the
focus for political debate
in America.

lITOWARD A
THREE PARTY
SYSTEM" ~~.
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